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We investigate the effects of band filling as well as temperature change on the electrical 
conductivity of materials with strong interelectron interaction as well as band 
hybridization. This is done by use of the irreducible two-particle Green function method 
applied to strongly correlated electron systems described by the Periodic Anderson Model. 
It was found that there is a definite peak in electrical conductivity at low band occupancy 
when the d-energy sub-band is half filled. Conductivity was found to have a sharp drop 
with an increase in temperature as a result of thermal dispersion as well as a change in the 
width of the narrow energy sub-bands causing an increase in the number of charge carriers 
with negative effective mass.  
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One of the largest advances in condensed matter theory was the creation of what is 
known as Band Theory and its applications to the properties of conductors, semi-
conductors, and insulators [1]. The basic premise of band theory is that when atoms are 
brought close together their energy levels undergo splitting to follow the exclusion 
principle. In the area of condensed matter these systems contain on the order of 1023 atoms 
which leads to such fine splitting in energy levels that the levels cease to be discrete and 
instead form continuous energy bands. It is from these bands that the name “band theory” 
arises and the placement of these bands relative to each other is the main determining factor 
in whether the system will act in a conducting or insulating manner. 
In most materials the electrons form a “sea” of electrons which are free to move 
throughout the lattice, and this has come to be referred to as the Fermi Sea. From here many 
correct predictions were made, however as more materials were experimented with, it was 
found that many transition metals had properties that could not be explained by, or were in 
direct contradiction with, the classic band theories. The cause for these abnormalities has 
been explained by strong interactions between electrons in the lattice. It is at this point that 
the band theories begin to fall apart as they are predicated on the assumption of non-
interaction or very weak interaction at the very least.  
This interaction was first considered in the Hubbard Model [2] which is the simplest 
Hamiltonian used for what are called Strongly Correlated Electrons Systems. The basis of 
the model is the interplay between the kinetic energies of the sea electrons and the potential 
energy from the coulomb repulsion between electrons. Several models after the Hubbard 
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Model have been created to more accurately describe the interaction between electrons 
such as the Single Impurity Anderson Model as well as the more generalized Periodic 
Anderson Model among others. These models all based on the Hubbard Model in that they 
account for the interplay between kinetic and potential terms but in the case of the 
Anderson models there is increased accuracy of description due to the addition of 
hybridization terms.  
A second major characteristic of materials presenting with strong correlation is the width 
of their outer conduction band. In normal materials the bands have width on the order of 
one to ten eV minimum whereas in these strongly correlating materials the conduction 
bands only have thickness on the order of tenths of an eV maximum. This narrow energy 
band leads to incredibly high effective mass of the electrons residing in this band because 
the effective mass is inversely proportional to the curvature of the energy dispersion in the 
band. This high effective mass is a defining characteristic in many strongly correlated 
systems leading to the grouping being called Heavy Fermion systems. A second 
characteristic of the effective mass in these narrow band systems is its ability to take a 
negative value in which the electron moves in the opposite direction of the electric field, 
changing the electrical conductivity with changes in temperature and band filling. Research 
into these systems has increased drastically in the last few decades, owing to the large 
increase in the applications for these materials. Several examples of these strongly 
correlated materials can be shown such as the aforementioned Heavy Fermion compounds, 
Cuprate Superconductors [3], Mott Insulators [4], and others. Cuprate Superconductors are 
a quickly growing area of research as the electron interactions within the lattice can lead to 
the creation of high temperature superconductivity when doped with the correct impurities. 
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Mott Insulators are an intriguing application of strong electron correlation as under normal 
band theory they should act as conductors but due the unaccounted-for electron interactions 
they behave as insulators until the temperature is lowered substantially. 
Lastly, a major success of the theories of strong electron correlation is the 
explanation of what became known as the Kondo Effect [5] in which the electrical 
resistivity changes in accordance with the temperature of the material. This effect first 
explained by Jun Kondo was found to be the result of the scattering of electrons off 
magnetic impurities embedded in the lattice.  
The objective of this work is to study the electrical conductivity of rare earth and 
transition metal elements and to investigate the effect of changing temperatures as well as 
band filling on the charge transport. To accomplish this the equation of motion method 
utilizing irreducible Green functions will be used to determine the response to a small 
perturbation in a lattice system of the mentioned elements which is modeled using the 
Periodic Anderson Model (PAM). Using the two-particle irreducible Green function for d-
orbital electrons the electrical conductivity can be found by use of the Kubo Formula. In 
the following chapter the theoretical framework of the methodology will be laid out, then 
the derivation of the two-particle Green functions, the assumptions, simplifications, and 








2. Theoretical Framework 
2.1 Periodic Anderson model (PAM)  
Generalization of the simple Single Impurity Anderson Model (SIAM) gave rise to 
the lattice based Periodic Anderson Model [6] (PAM). The basic assumptions for the PAM 
are two-fold: first that there exists a well-defined band of conduction electrons which are 
nearly free to move much the same as in ordinary conductors and second, any localized 
electrons due to the implanted periodic impurities. In the case of Rare Earth elements, the 
localized electrons tend to be of the f-orbital and the conduction electrons to be from the s, 
p, and d-orbitals but in our case only the d-shells were included. The Hamiltonian for the 
PAM is: 



















The first term describes the movement of electrons between differing lattice points 
in the conduction band. To describe the energy of this movement the hopping matrix 𝑡𝑖𝑗 is 
used which can be related to the electron energy dispersion of the conduction band 
electrons by a simple Bloch Transformation. Secondly, the 𝜀𝑓 term shows the energy level 
of the localized impurity electrons coming from the f-orbitals.  Coulomb repulsion, the 
largest contributing factor to strong electron correlation, is considered by the third term. 
Here U is the Coulomb repulsion between electrons of different spin states of the same 
energy band. Lastly, the largest change in the PAM from the previous Hubbard Model is 
the inclusion of hybridized states between the localized f-electrons and itinerant d-
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electrons. Here V is an experimentally determined constant and the two following operators 




















2.2 Second Quantization Method 
In the case of interacting-particle systems the classical method of keeping track of 
each particle is no longer a viable option. Second quantization [7] was developed as a 
solution to the problem of handling large numbers of indistinguishable particles where 
particle numbers are not necessarily conserved. While this method applies to any particle 
in this work it will only be applied to electron systems. 
To begin let Ψ(… 𝑟𝑖 … 𝑟𝑗 … ) be the classical wave function with 𝑟𝑖 being the vector 
to each individual particle. It should be noted that as usual classical wavefunctions must 
follow the symmetrization requirement: 
Ψ(… 𝑟𝑖 … 𝑟𝑗 … ) ±  Ψ(… 𝑟𝑗 … 𝑟𝑖 … ) = 0, (2.2) 
 where the ± is for bosons and fermions, respectively. As the number of particles increases 
the number of terms required to describe the permutations of the wavefunction grows like 
𝑁! where 𝑁 is the total particle number. For the general case of 𝑁 particles, the 
wavefunction can be written as: 




where 𝑃 is over all possible permutations of the exchange. It is clear that as 𝑁 becomes 
large the wavefunction becomes impossible to record thus another approach is required. 
To overcome this challenge, we move to a Fock Space in which instead of the 
wavefunctions being treated as those of distinguishable particles they are assumed to be of 
identical particles. In the second quantization approach each wavefunction is defined only 
by the number of particles in each state rather than listing the state of every particle. The 
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formalism is much simpler and more natural for large systems of indistinguishable 
particles. 
Wavefunctions are now written as |Ψ⟩ = |𝑛1, 𝑛2 … 𝑛𝑁 , ⟩ with 𝑛𝑖 being the number 
of particles in state |𝜓𝑖⟩.  It should then be noted that in the case there is no limit on the 
number of particles in any particular state thus 𝑛𝑖 = 1, 2 … 𝑁. However, when working 
with fermions (such as electrons) the Pauli Exclusion Principal must be considered, and 
the occupation number can only take on two values, 𝑛𝑖 = 0, 1.  
In second quantization changes to the wavefunction are made via operations with 
what are known as the creation and annihilation operators 𝑐𝑖
+ and 𝑐𝑖, respectively. Each 
operator either adds or subtracts one particle from the state on which it acts, in the general 
cases: 
𝑐𝑖𝜓(… , 𝑛𝑖 , … , 𝑛𝑗 , … ) = (−1)
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖𝜓(… , 𝑛𝑖 − 1, … , 𝑛𝑗 , … ), (2.4) 
and, 
𝑐𝑖
+𝜓(… , 𝑛𝑖 , … , 𝑛𝑗 , … ) = (−1)
𝑠𝑖(1 − 𝑛𝑖)𝜓(… , 𝑛𝑖 + 1, … , 𝑛𝑗 , … ). (2.5) 
It should be noted that the 𝑛𝑖 and 1 − 𝑛𝑖 are placed to account for Pauli Exclusion. As a 
simple example it can be seen: 
𝑐𝑖|0, 1, 0⟩ = 0,                                                             (2.6) 
𝑐𝑖
+|0, 0, 0⟩ = (−1)𝑠𝑖|0, 1, 0⟩,                                                  (2.7) 
here 𝑠𝑖 is the total number of occupied states, excluding the state in which a particle is 
being added. The coefficient is a phase factor which accounts for the symmetrization 
requirement and is defined as: 
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where 𝑛𝑗  is the number of particles in the j
th state.  
It is now convenient to define the particle number operator 𝑛𝑖 as the product of the 
creation and annihilation operators: 
𝑛𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖
+𝑐𝑖. (2.9) 
It can be seen that both a creation and annihilation operator acting in series will count the 
number of particles in the ith state of a system: 
𝑐𝑖
+𝑐𝑖|… , 0, … ⟩ = 0,                                                      (2.10) 
𝑐𝑖
+𝑐𝑖|… , 1, … ⟩ = (1)|… , 1, … ⟩, (2.11) 
leading to the knowledge that the eigenvalue of 𝑐𝑖
+𝑐𝑖 is the number of particles in a 
particular state. By summing over all of the particle number eigenvalues the total number 
of particles in the system can be found: 
𝑁 =  ∑ 𝑛𝑖
𝑖=1
. (2.12) 
These three operators form the base of the method of second quantization and all particle 
movements are found by using a successive combination of creation and destruction. 
Importantly, several commutation relations rise from the definitions of these operators. 
When two creation operators are aligned in succession but act on different sites it can be 












+𝜓(… , 0, … , 0, … ) = (−1)𝑠𝑗𝑐𝑖
+𝜓(… , 0, … , 1, … )
= (−1)𝑠𝑖(−1)𝑠𝑗𝜓(… , 1, … , 1, … ), (2.14)
 
and flipping the operators: 
𝑐𝑗
+𝑐𝑖
+𝜓(… , 0, … , 0, … ) = (−1)𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑗
+𝜓(… , 1, … , 0, … )
= (−1)𝑠𝑖(−1)𝑠𝑗+1𝜓(… , 1, … , 1, … ). (2.15)
 
Due to the 𝑠𝑗 + 1 exponent the number of negatives changes from even to odd leaving a 
net negative from the changing of the order of the creation operators. This exercise shows 





= 0. (2.16) 
A similar procedure can be followed for the application of two simultaneous destruction 
operators and the result ends as would be expected: 
[𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑗]+ = 0.
(2.17) 
For the last basic combination, that of a creation and destruction together, it is simple to 





= 𝛿𝑖𝑗. (2.18) 
With these three basic commutator relations defined it can be seen that the number 
operators for differing states perfectly commute leading to the useful relation: 
[𝑛𝑖
𝑐, 𝑛𝑗
𝑐] = 0. (2.19) 
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Lastly, using multiple applications of the basic anti-commutators relations between the 
number operator and creation/destruction operators can be found to be: 
[𝑛𝑖






These commutators and anti-commutators are extremely prevalent in the Equations of 
Motion for the Green’s Functions and are necessary to simplify the Hamiltonian in the 

















2.3 Green’s Functions 
As with many concepts and theories the idea to use Green’s functions in statistical 
mechanics originated from their use in quantum field. Similarly, in statistical mechanics 
Green’s functions can be applied to describe the behavior of large systems of interacting 
electrons under applied perturbations.  
Much of the basis of Green’s functions were introduced by Bogolyubov and 
Tyablikov [8] but much of the information came together in a review written by Zubarev 
[9].  
There are many types of Green’s functions all which serve different purposes and have 
varying levels of usefulness, however in this work the double – time temperature dependent 
Green’s functions will be used exclusively. Zubarev [9] lays out three separate Green’s 
functions of this type, only two will be considered, the advanced and retarded varieties 
which are defined as follows: 
𝐺𝑎(𝑡, 𝑡
′) =  〈〈𝐴(𝑡);  𝐵(𝑡′)〉〉𝑎 =  𝑖𝜃(𝑡
′ − 𝑡)〈[𝐴(𝑡), 𝐵(𝑡′)]𝜂〉, (2.22) 
and: 
𝐺𝑟(𝑡, 𝑡
′) =  〈〈𝐴(𝑡);  𝐵(𝑡′)〉〉𝑟 =  −𝑖𝜃(𝑡 − 𝑡
′)〈[𝐴(𝑡), 𝐵(𝑡′)]𝜂〉. (2.23) 
Here the 〈… 〉 indicates an average over the Grand Canonical Ensemble and is 
mathematically defined as: 
〈… 〉 = 𝑍−1𝑇𝑟 (𝑒
−
ℋ
𝛽 … ) , (2.24) 
where as usual 𝛽 = 𝑘𝐵𝑇, 𝑍 is the Grand Canonical Partition Function [10], and ℋ is the 
Hamiltonian minus the chemical potential term. 𝐴 and 𝐵 are two arbitrary operators in the 
Heisenberg representation [11] in which operators are the product of creation and 
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annihilation operators. Conversion between Schrodinger and Heisenberg representations 
can be done as follows: 
𝐴(𝑡) =  𝑒𝑖𝐻𝑡𝐴𝑒−𝑖𝐻𝑡. (2.25) 
𝜃(𝑡) is a simple step function in this equation, defined as: 
𝜃(𝑡) =  {
1     𝑡 > 0
0     𝑡 < 0
. (2.26) 
Lastly, as usual, [𝐴, 𝐵]𝜂 can either be the commutator of anti-commutator depending on 
the sign of 𝜂 such that: 
[𝐴, 𝐵]𝜂 = 𝐴𝐵 − 𝜂𝐵𝐴, (2.27) 















2.4 Time Correlation Functions 
Time Correlation Functions are grand canonical averages over the ensemble of the 
product of operators in the Heisenberg.  
𝒻𝐵𝐴(𝑡, 𝑡
′) =  〈𝐵(𝑡′)𝐴(𝑡)〉, (2.28) 
𝒻𝐴𝐵(𝑡, 𝑡
′) =  〈𝐴(𝑡)𝐵(𝑡′)〉. (2.29) 
At different times (𝑡 ≠ 𝑡′) these averages become essential for the calculation of transport 
processes. Knowing the correlation functions allows evaluation of averages of dynamic 
quantities, pair distribution functions, and much more.  









𝐹𝐴𝐵 = 〈[𝐴(𝑡), 𝐻(𝑡)]𝐵(𝑡
′)〉, (2.31) 
which can be obtained from differentiating Equation (2.22) with respect to t with allowance 












2.5 Equations of Motion for Green’s Functions 
To begin we follow Zubarev [9] that the arbitrary operators 𝐴(𝑡) and 𝐵(𝑡′) follow 




= 𝐴𝐻 − 𝐻𝐴 = [𝐴, 𝐻], (2.32) 
noticing that the right-hand side of the equation is the commutator. 
Using this identity, the equation of motion of the Green’s functions can be found 
by differentiating the Green function with respect to either 𝑡 or 𝑡′which holds for any of 







〈〈𝐴; 𝐵〉〉 =  
𝑑𝜃(𝑡 − 𝑡′)
𝑑𝑡
〈[𝐴(𝑡), 𝐵(𝑡′)]〉 + 〈〈𝑖
𝑑𝐴(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
;  𝐵(𝑡′)〉〉 . (2.33) 
Now taking advantage of the fact that the discontinuous 𝜃 function can be related to the 𝛿-
function via the relation: 




Using this and the equations of motion for the operator 𝐴(𝑡) we arrive at a rewritten form 




= 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡′)〈[𝐴(𝑡), 𝐵(𝑡′)]〉 + 〈〈[𝐴(𝑡), 𝐻(𝑡)]; 𝐵(𝑡′)〉〉. (2.35) 
Here it is worth noting that the Green’s functions on the right will generally be of 
a higher order than the left which can each be expanded with their own equations of motion. 
This leads to a nearly infinite chain of equations of motion each with their own boundary 
conditions. To combat this, approximations need to be made to end the chain and allow for 
solutions to be formed. Such approximations decrease the accuracy of the method as the 
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chain is an exact solution but solving a chain of any length exactly is extraordinarily 





















2.6 Spectral Representations of Time Correlation Functions 
After a coupled chain of Green functions have been found it is necessary to 
supplement with what are known as spectral representations which give the boundary 
conditions needed to solve the coupled equations. This procedure is laid out in Zubarev [9] 
and the first step in this process is finding the spectral representations for the previously 
mentioned time correlation functions: 
ℱ𝐴𝐵(𝑡 − 𝑡
′) = 〈𝐴(𝑡)𝐵(𝑡′)〉, (2.36) 
and: 
ℱ𝐵𝐴(𝑡 − 𝑡
′) = 〈𝐵(𝑡′)𝐴(𝑡)〉. (2.37) 
We can let 𝜓𝜈 and 𝐸𝜈 be Eigenfunctions and Eigenvalues, respectively, of the 
Hamiltonian ℋ, thus: 
ℋ𝜓𝜈 = 𝐸𝜈𝜓𝜈 . (2.38) 
Now it the statistical average can be written in the normal way: 







This can then be rewritten in using the completeness of the set of functions, 𝐶𝜈: 








We know both 𝐴(𝑡) and 𝐵(𝑡′) follow the general identity: 
𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑒𝑖ℋ𝑡𝐴(0)𝑒−𝑖ℋ𝑡, (2.41) 
and that both 𝐶𝜈 and 𝐶𝜇 follow the identities: 
𝑒−𝑖ℋ𝑡𝜓𝜈 = 𝑒
−𝑖𝐸𝜈𝑡𝜓𝜈 , (2.42) 
𝜓𝜈
∗𝑒𝑖ℋ𝑡 = 𝜓𝜈
∗𝑒𝑖𝐸𝜈𝑡 . (2.43) 
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Using these we can rewrite Equation (2.40) into the form: 









Likewise, a similar procedure can be performed on ℱ𝐴𝐵 to get: 









By inspecting Equations (2.44) and (2.45) it can be seen that by interchanging the 
summation indices they can be rewritten in the forms: 
ℱ𝐴𝐵(𝑡 − 𝑡














where 𝐽(𝜔) is the spectral intensity of the time correlation function, and is defined as: 





𝜃 𝛿(𝐸𝜇 − 𝐸𝜈 − 𝜔)
𝜈𝜇
. (2.48) 









2.7 Spectral Representation for Green’s Functions 
Using the spectral representations of the time correlation functions found 
previously the spectral representations of the retarded and advanced Green’s functions can 

























{〈𝐴(𝑡)𝐵(𝑡′)〉 − 𝜂〈𝐵(𝑡′)𝐴(𝑡)〉}𝑑𝑡. (2.51) 
It can be recognized that under the integral are the previously discussed time correlation 
functions in the spectral representations. Making the substitution we arrive at: 














where the discontinuous 𝜃(𝑡) function can be written in the integral form: 










This can be verified by performing a contour integral where when 𝑡 > 0 the integral must 
be equal to unity as it contains the pole and when 𝑡 < 0 the contour is in the upper plane 












𝐸 − 𝜔 + 𝑖𝜀
. (2.54) 
Recombining this into the Fourier component of the Green Function we arrive at: 














This exact same procedure can be performed for the advanced Green function and as such 
the two equations can be combined into one: 














Using Equation (2.56) we can find the spectral intensity if we have knowledge of 
the Fourier transform of the Green function. To do this we take the difference of the 
retarded and advanced Green’s functions: 











𝐸 − 𝜔 + 𝑖𝜀
−
1






Then, using the 𝛿-function representation: 









} , (2.58) 
we arrive at a simple relation between the Fourier Green function and the spectral intensity: 





− 𝜂) . (2.59) 
Equation (2.59) can be used to find boundary conditions for the chains of coupled equations 




2.8 Kubo Formula for Electrical Conductivity 
The need for the Green function in calculating electrical conductivity comes from 
what is known as the Kubo Formula [12] introduced by R. Kubo in the late 1950’s. This 
formula shows that the exact nature of any of the transport coefficients, conductivity in this 
case, can be found as functions of the time correlation functions and thus as system 
perturbations and therefore Green’s functions. 
To begin, the Kubo formula is expressed as: 










 and calculates the 𝜇𝜈 component of the conductivity tensor. Where 𝑉 is the volume of the 
system, and as usual is 〈… 〉 is the thermal average over the interior operators. In this case 








and the polarization operator given by: 




The 𝜇-component and 𝜈-components of the current and polarization operators, respectively 
are used in Equation (2.61). 
Using the Fourier Transform of the Green function: 





and the Green function being defined as previously: 
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〈〈𝐴; 𝐵〉〉 = 𝑖𝜃(𝑡)〈[𝐴, 𝐵]〉, (2.64) 
it is easy to see how the how the Kubo formula can be rewritten in terms of the Fourier 






〈〈𝐽𝜇;  𝑃𝜈〉〉𝜔−𝑖𝛿 . (2.65) 
Then we can define the Green function to be: 
𝐺𝑖𝑗𝜎(𝜔) =  〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎; 𝑃𝜈〉〉𝜔 , (2.66) 






∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑗(?⃑?𝑖 − ?⃑?𝑗)𝐺𝑖𝑗𝜎(𝜔 − 𝑖𝛿
𝑖𝑗
) . (2.67) 
In this work a slightly modified form of the conductivity equations from Kogoutiouk [13] 
will be used: 







[𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎(𝜔 − 𝑖𝜂) − 𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎(𝜔 + 𝑖𝜂)]} . (2.68) 
 
This final formulation shows the need for a two-particle Green Function which is described 









3. Two-Particle Green’s Functions 
Equation of Motion method to the Periodic Anderson Model Hamiltonian is applied for 
investigation of the conductivity tensor. In this work the method of irreducible Greens 
functions will be used as laid down by Luo and Wang and applied to the Hubbard model 
[14], SIAM [15], and PAM [16]. Where Luo and Wang only consider half filling this work 
will investigate a range of band filling from empty to full.  
To begin, the Periodic Anderson Model (PAM) Hamiltonian is as follows: 


















Unlike previous work, the two particle Green function will be used as a method of 
determining kinetic coefficients of correlated systems. From the Previously mentioned 
Kubo formula for electrical conductivity we see the need for a two particle Green function 
of the form 〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑑𝑖𝜎; 𝑃〉〉 where, again, 𝑃 is the polarization operator. Applying Equation 
(2.35) we know the equation of motion for a Green Function of this form can be written 
as: 
𝜔〈〈𝐴; 𝐵〉〉 = 〈[𝐴, 𝐵]〉 + 〈〈[𝐴, 𝐻]; 𝐵〉〉. (3.2) 
From Equation (3.2) a series of coupled Greens functions can be written: 
𝜔 〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 = 𝑒(𝑹𝑖 − 𝑹𝑗)〈𝑑𝑖𝜎







+ 𝒇𝒋𝝈|𝑷〉〉 − 𝑉 〈〈𝒇𝒊𝝈
+ 𝒅𝒋𝝈|𝑷〉〉 . (3.3)
 
Expanding the final two bolded terms with the same Green Functions gives: 
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+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎〉 − ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑙
𝑙
〈〈𝑑𝑙𝑠




+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 𝑉 〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉,                                                              (3.4) 
(𝜔 + 𝜀𝑓 + 𝑈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 ) 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 = −𝑒𝑹𝑗〈𝑓𝑖𝜎






+𝑑𝑗𝜎〉〉𝑐 + 𝑉 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 − 𝑉 〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 . (3.5)
 
The common 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎




+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 = −𝑈 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎




+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 𝑉 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 . (3.6)
 
The two coulomb terms of (4) can both be expanded giving two Green’s functions: 
(𝜔 − 𝑈) 〈〈𝑛𝑗−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐






















+ |𝑃〉〉𝑐 + 〈𝑓−𝜎
+ 𝑑−𝜎〉〈〈𝑓𝑖−𝜎











(𝜔 + 𝑈) 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐





























+ |𝑃〉〉 + 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑗𝜎𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ |𝑃〉〉𝑐}.                                               (3.8) 
Now the remaining terms in Equations (3.7) and (3.8) can be expanded finishing off the 
Green’s functions for those equations: 
(𝜔 + 𝜀𝑓 + 𝑈) 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐



































(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 − 𝑈) 〈〈𝑛𝑗−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐
= −(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 − 𝑈)〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉 〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎












+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 〈〈𝑛𝑗−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝜎












+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 − 〈𝑑𝜎
+𝑓𝜎〉 〈〈𝑑𝑗−𝜎
+ 𝑓𝑗−𝜎|𝑃〉〉}.                              (3.10) 







+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎〉〉𝑐 and, 〈〈𝑛𝑗−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 which can 
each be expanded with their own Green’s functions: 



























+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 − 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎































+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 − 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎

























+ 𝑓𝑖−𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 𝑉〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉(〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎




+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 + 𝑉 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 ,                                       (3.13) 
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+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 .                                                                                 (3.14) 
It can be seen that the higher order Green functions were truncated into reducible 
and irreducible or connected forms to end the chain and decouple the functions. The 




+𝑑𝑗𝜎; 𝑃〉〉 = 〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎; 𝑃〉〉 + 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎; 𝑃〉〉𝑐 . (3.15) 
To complete the closure of the coupled set of equations a final approximation must 
be made, namely the neglecting of low probability processes. These processes consist of 
things such as same site spin flipping which are very unlikely due to exclusion, and the 
creation of two particles in either the f or d-bands simultaneously, while not impossible the 
relative probability is much lower than other possibilities. These process cancellations are 
taken into account by examining the higher order averages of operators such as 〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎〉, 
a spin flipping operation, or 〈𝑓𝑖𝜎𝑑𝑖𝜎〉, simultaneous particle creation. Which leaves our 




+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 = 𝑒(𝑹𝑖 − 𝑹𝑗)〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎〉







+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 − 𝑉 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 , (3.16)
 
(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 − 𝑈〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉) 〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎





+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 𝑈 〈〈𝑛𝑗−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 − 𝑉 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 𝑉 〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 , (3.17)
 







+𝑑𝑚𝜎|𝑃〉〉 − 𝑈 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 + 𝑉 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 − 𝑉 〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 , (3.18)
 
𝜔 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 = −𝑈 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎




+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 𝑉 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 , (3.19)
 
(𝜔 − 𝑈) 〈〈𝑛𝑗−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐





























+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐},                                                                                    (3.20) 
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(𝜔 + 𝑈) 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐


























+ |𝑃〉〉 − 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐},                                            (3.21) 
(𝜔 + 𝜀𝑓 + 𝑈) 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐


























+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐},                                                                                   (3.22) 
(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 − 𝑈) 〈〈𝑛𝑗−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐
= −(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 − 𝑈)〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉 〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎












+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 〈〈𝑛𝑗−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝜎










+ 𝑓𝑗−𝜎|𝑃〉〉},                                                                            (3.23) 
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+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑙𝜎















+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 − 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎





+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 ,                                                                                (3.24) 


























































+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 − 〈〈𝑓𝑖𝜎

























+ 𝑓𝑖−𝜎|𝑃〉〉 + 𝑉〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉(〈〈𝑑𝑖𝜎




+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 + 𝑉 〈〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 .                                       (3.27) 
 




































+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎〉 + 𝑉 (𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎
(2) − 𝐺
?⃑⃑?𝜎




























+𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉 . (3.33) 
Using similar simplifications this can be applied to the all the remaining equations of the 




+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎〉 + 𝑉 (𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎
(2) − 𝐺
?⃑⃑?𝜎
(3)) , (3.34) 
(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 − 𝑈〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉 + 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎
(2) = −𝑒𝑹𝑖〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑓𝑗𝜎〉 + 𝑈𝐻?⃑⃑?𝜎




(4)) , (3.35) 
(𝜔 + 𝜀𝑓 + 𝑈〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉 − 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎
(3) = −𝑒𝑹𝑗〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑗𝜎〉 − 𝑈𝐻?⃑⃑?𝜎




(1)) , (3.36) 
𝜔𝐺
?⃑⃑?𝜎








(2)) , (3.37) 
(𝜔 − 𝑈)𝐻
?⃑⃑?𝜎



























































(𝜔 + 𝜀𝑓 + 𝑈 − 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐻?⃑⃑?𝜎






















(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 − 𝑈 + 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐻?⃑⃑?𝜎



















(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 + 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐻?⃑⃑?𝜎
(8) = −𝑒𝑹𝑖〈𝑛𝑖−𝜎
𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝜎























(𝜔 + 𝜀𝑓 − 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐻?⃑⃑?𝜎
(7) = 𝑒𝑹𝑖〈𝑛𝑗−𝜎
𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝜎























































































































































+ 𝑓𝑗−𝜎|𝑃〉〉 , (3.55) 
























































































































































+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎|𝑃〉〉𝑐 . (3.70) 
These assumptions lead to a set of twelve coupled equations which must be solved in order 
to continue.  
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The simplifications of the Green’s functions can be made to solve the coupled 
equations. First, like with the averages, magnetic ordering will not be considered here 
meaning that any spin flipping processes will be ignored as well as the note that −𝜎 = 𝜎 










.  The second major 
simplification of the Green’s functions will be that the kinetic effects of electrons moving 
between the f and d shells will be ignored. These effects do play a role in the conductivity 
but not in a direct manner and this simplification of the model allows for several higher 
order Green’s functions to be set to zero. With these simplifications made it can be seen 




+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎〉 + 𝑉 (𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎
(2) − 𝐺
?⃑⃑?𝜎
(3)) , (3.71) 
(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 − 𝑈〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉 + 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎




(4)) , (3.72) 
(𝜔 + 𝜀𝑓 + 𝑈〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉 − 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎




(1)) , (3.73) 
𝜔𝐺
?⃑⃑?𝜎








(2)) , (3.74) 
(𝜔 − 𝑈)𝐻
?⃑⃑?𝜎
















































































































































(3)) . (3.82) 
It can then be noticed that the first Green function, 𝐺
?⃑⃑?𝜎
(1)
, only depends directly, or 
indirectly, on the following 5 equations, allowing for the exclusion of the latter 6 six. Now, 




+ 𝑑𝑗𝜎〉 + 𝑉 (𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎
(2) − 𝐺
?⃑⃑?𝜎
(3)) , (3.83) 
(𝜔 − 𝜀𝑓 − 𝑈〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉 + 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎




(4)) , (3.84) 
(𝜔 + 𝜀𝑓 + 𝑈〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓 〉 − 𝜀𝑑(?⃑⃑?)) 𝐺?⃑⃑?𝜎




(1)) , (3.85) 
𝜔𝐺
?⃑⃑?𝜎








(2)) , (3.86) 
(𝜔 − 𝑈)𝐻
?⃑⃑?𝜎

















































From these equations 𝐺
?⃑⃑?𝜎
(1)
 can be solved for in terms of only 𝜔 and constants and after 









] . (3.89) 
 𝑃(𝜔) and 𝑄(𝜔) are functions of 𝜔 and are: 
𝑃(𝜔) = 𝜔10𝑋1 + 𝜔
9(𝑋2 − 𝐴1𝑋1) + 𝜔
8(𝐴12𝑋1 − 𝐴1𝑋2 + 𝑋3)
+ 𝜔7(𝐴11𝑋1 + 𝐴12𝑋2 − 𝐴1𝑋3 + 𝑋4) + 𝜔
6(𝐴11𝑋2 + 𝐴12𝑋3 − 𝐴1𝑋4 + 𝑋5)
+ 𝜔5(𝐴11𝑋3 + 𝐴12𝑋4 − 𝐴1𝑋5 + 𝑋6) + 𝜔
4(𝐴11𝑋4 + 𝐴12𝑋5 − 𝐴1𝑋6 + 𝑋7)
+ 𝜔3(𝐴11𝑋5 + 𝐴12𝑋6 − 𝐴1𝑋7 + 𝑋8) + 𝜔
2(𝐴11𝑋6 + 𝐴12𝑋7 − 𝐴1𝑋8)





=  𝜔11𝐹1 + 𝜔
10(𝐹2 − 𝐴1𝐹1) + 𝜔
9(𝐴12𝐹1 − 𝐴1𝐹2 + 𝐹3)
+ 𝜔8(𝐴11𝐹1 + 𝐴12𝐹2 − 𝐴1𝐹3 + 𝐹4) + 𝜔
7(𝐴11𝐹2 + 𝐴12𝐹3 − 𝐴1𝐹4 + 𝐹5)
+ 𝜔6(𝑉6 + 𝐴11𝐹3 + 𝐴12𝐹4 − 𝐴1𝐹5 + 𝐹6) + 𝜔
5(3𝑉5𝐴13 + 𝐴11𝐹4 + 𝐴12𝐹5 − 𝐴1𝐹6 + 𝐹7)
+ 𝜔4(2𝑉4𝐴10𝐴13 − 𝑉
4𝐴10
2 + 𝑉4𝐴13
2 − 𝑉5𝐴14 − 𝑉
4(𝐴13
2 − 2𝑉𝐴14) + 𝐴11𝐹5 + 𝐴12𝐹6
− 𝐴1𝐹7 + 𝐹8)
+ 𝜔3(2𝑉4𝐴9𝐴13 − 𝑉




2 − 2𝑉𝐴14) + 𝑉
3𝐴10(𝑉𝐴14 − 𝐴10𝐴13) − 𝑉
3𝐴13(𝑉𝐴14 − 𝐴10𝐴13) + 𝐴11𝐹6
+ 𝐴12𝐹7 − 𝐴1𝐹8 + 𝐹9)
+ 𝜔2(−2𝑉3𝐴10𝐴13𝐴14 + 𝑉
4𝐴14
2 − 𝑉3𝐴9(𝐴13
2 − 2𝑉𝐴14) + 𝑉
3𝐴9(𝑉𝐴14 − 𝐴10𝐴13)
+ 𝑉3𝐴14(𝑉𝐴14 − 𝐴10𝐴13) + 𝑉
3𝐴10(𝐴10𝐴14 − 𝐴9𝐴11) − 𝑉
3𝐴13(𝐴14𝐴10 − 𝐴9𝐴11)
+ 𝐴11𝐹7 + 𝐴12𝐹8 − 𝐴1𝐹9)










+ 𝐴11𝐹9,                                                                                                                                       (3.91) 
Where 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑋𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑, 𝐹𝑖 are constants that do not depend on 𝜔 and are listed in their entirety 




 can be expanded into a series about 𝜔 = 0 would give kinetic properties of DC 
currents whereas an expansion about the point 𝜔 = 𝐸𝑛+1 − 𝐸 would give the optical 
properties of an interacting hybridized electron system.  
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The first step in calculations is to find the chemical potential of the system which 
is done by solving the following set of four equations simultaneously: 
𝑛𝑑 = 2 ∫ 𝜌𝑑(𝜔)𝐹(𝜔)𝑑𝜔 , (3.92) 
𝑛𝑓 = 2 ∫ 𝜌𝑓(𝜔)𝐹(𝜔)𝑑𝜔 , (3.93) 
〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑓𝑖𝜎〉 = 〈𝑓𝑖𝜎
+𝑑𝑖𝜎〉 =  ∫ 𝜌
𝑑𝑓(𝜔) 𝐹(𝜔)𝑑𝜔, (3.94) 
𝑁𝑇 = 2(𝑛𝑑 + 𝑛𝑓), (3.95) 
Where 𝐹(𝜔) is the fermi function: 








These equations are the product of the one particle Green’s Function expansion [18], [19], 
[20] and the derivation will not be shown here. FORTRAN [21] is used to numerically 
solve these equations and the written code can be found in Appendix B.  
To arrive at the final equation for conductivity the two-particle Green’s Function 
can be inserted into the Kubo formula. After switching from a sum over all lattice sites to 
integration over the entirety of the volume, and performing integration by parts, we obtain 
the final integral: 
𝜎(𝜔) = −𝐴 ∫ ∇𝑘
2𝜀(𝑘)𝛿(−𝜔 − 𝑔(𝜔))𝑑𝑘 . (3.97) 








is taken as a constant 
1
𝜏
, where 𝜏 is the relaxation time and that the average particle number 
in the d-band is expressed through the density of states. To simplify the integration, we 
consider only the one-dimensional case with energy dispersion: 
𝜀(𝑘) = 𝑊 cos(𝑘𝑎) , (3.98) 
where 𝑊 is half the bandwidth and 𝑘 is the wavenumber. The second derivative of the 
energy can easily be calculated to give: 
∇2𝜀(𝑘) =  −𝑊𝑎2𝜀(𝑘). (3.99) 
















where the constant 𝐶 is: 




containing only constants related to the characteristics of the electron system. This 
constant can be compared to the classical equation for electrical conductivity [22]: 












Firstly, the chemical potential, density of states, and electrical conductivity were 
calculated as functions of total particle number at varying temperatures. Secondly, the 
chemical potential and electrical conductivity were calculated as functions of temperature 
at several different amounts of band filling. It should be noted that each calculation was 
done with the parameter values of: 
- 𝜀𝑓 =  −0.2𝑊 
- 𝑈 = 0.4𝑊 
- 𝑉 = 0.2𝑊 
Where 𝑊 is half the width of the d-band in a one-dimensional system. 
 















It can be seen in figure 1 that due to the fact that the materials studied have narrow 
energy bands, on the order of .01-.1 eV, that as the particle number increases there is a 
corresponding change in the width of the sub-band. From this we can deduce that a full 
band consists of NT = 2.0 as after this point there is a change in the sign of chemical 
potential from which we know it is more favorable to lose particles rather than continue 
gaining. 
 
Figure 2: Density of States with changing frequency at various Particle Numbers at kT/W 
= 0.1 
Figure 2 is a representation of the density of states at various values of total particle 
number. It is easy to see that there is clearly defined splitting in the DOS into separate sub-






















asymmetry that arises at low values of total particle number. As previously stated the 
increase in particle number leads to a change in bandwidth which causes the system to 
behave in a less correlated manner and in a more classical mode. This can be seen by the 
symmetry that begins to arise in the case of NT = 2.0.  
 
Figure 3: Electrical Conductivity dependence of Total Particle Number at kT/W = 0.1 
As was seen in Figure 2 the DOS is asymmetrical in nature because of the 
interaction and hybridization of the electrons and that asymmetry is represented in the fact 
that the electrical conductivity peaks quickly then begins to diminish as the total particle 
number increases. This is exactly what is expected as when the particle number increase 













of electrons in the lattice. The modified band is half filled around NT = 1.0, after which the 
material begins to act more and more like an insulator. 
 
 


















Figure 5: Density of States dependence on frequency with varying Total Particle Number 






















Figure 6: Electrical Conductivity dependence on Total Particle Number at kT/W = 1.0 
As the temperature increases it can be seen that a half-filled band is no longer the 
peak of conductivity. Figure 6 shows clearly that the peak is near the amount of a fully 
filled sub-band because the electrons now have enough energy to jump to a higher band as 
kT is larger than the width of the narrow bands which define these strongly correlated 
electron systems. At these energies it is advantageous to have holes in a lower band and a 
partially filled upper band from the electrons making the jump from lower bands. Figure 6 


































Figure 8: Density of States dependence on frequency with varying Total Particle Number 






















Figure 9: Electrical Conductivity dependence on Total Particle Number at kT/W = 10.0 
Again, a semi-stability has been reached as to the ideal NT between the kT = 1 and  
kT = 10 cases as the conductivity peak is in the same location. The total conductivity is 
defined by the positive contribution from the lower part of each sub-band with positive 
effective masses and the negative contribution from the electrons in the upper part of each 
sub-band with negative mass. The effective mass can be either positive or negative as it is 
defined as the inverse of the curvature of the energy dispersion in each band [23]: 






The bandwidth of the sub-bands formed due to interelectron interaction and 
hybridization, changes with an increase in temperature and number of electrons. This leads 













conductivity is reached when the maximum states with positive effective mass are 
occupied. The conductivity will no longer peak at half-filled occupancy but will change 
depending on the parameters of interaction. 
 


















Figure 11: Electrical Conductivity as a function of Temperature at NT = 0.1 
Figure 11 shows an immensely sharp drop in conductivity with an increase in 
temperature. First, as temperature increases there is an increase in thermal dispersion of the 
























In this work the electrical conductivity of materials classified as strongly correlating 
electron systems were studied using the irreducible Greens function method and the 
Periodic Anderson Model Hamiltonian. Making approximations allowed for the infinite 
chain of equations of motion of Greens functions to be closed and solved. FORTRAN was 
used to numerically iterate and solve systems of equations and to do numerical integration 
in order to find the electrical conductivity as functions of both temperature and band filling. 
Specifically, the following were shown: 
• We investigated strongly correlated and hybridized electron systems using the 
Periodic Anderson Model (PAM). 
• Using the method of irreducible Green functions, the two-particle Green functions 
were calculated which serve as the basis for modelling the kinetic effects of narrow 
band systems. 
• The dependence of both band filling and temperature on the electrical conductivity 
were obtained. 
• It was found that there is a definite peak in electrical conductivity at low band 
occupancy when the d-energy sub-band is half filled.  
• A sharp decrease in electrical conductivity was seen with an increasing temperature 
as a result of thermal dispersion of electrons as well as the change in the width of 
narrow energy sub-bands contributing to an increase in the number of charge 
carriers with negative effective mass.  
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Future considerations for this work would be to drop the approximation for the final 
green function and check the effect of taking the ratio 
𝑃(𝜔)
𝑄(𝜔)
 as a function of 𝜔 instead of 
assuming a constant value. The approximation that was made would then be compared to 
a not simplified Green function to check the validity of the approximation. A second 
investigation into other properties of the materials such as Hall effect and thermoelectric 
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Appendix A:  
Two particle Green function constants 
In this section the various constants referred to in Equations (3.90) and 
(3.91) will be displayed. In an effort to make the calculations simpler the constants 
are built in a nested fashion and will be explained layer by layer. To begin the 𝑋𝑖 
constants from Equation (3.90) will be displayed. 
𝑋1 = −2𝑉
2𝛾 
𝑋2 =  −𝑀1𝑉 − 4𝐴1𝑉
2𝛾 − 2𝑉2𝛾2 + 𝑉5 
𝑋3 =  −𝑀1𝐽1 − 𝑉




𝑋4 =  𝑀1𝐽2 − 𝑉
3𝛾𝐽1 + 𝑉





































To move forward the 𝐽𝑖 portions of 𝑋𝑖 will now be shown.  
𝐽1 = 𝑉𝐴1 + 𝐴13 
𝐽2 =  𝐴14 − 𝑉𝐴12 − 𝐴1𝐴13 
𝐽3 = 𝐴1𝐴14 − 𝑉𝐴11 − 𝐴12𝐴13 
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𝐽4 =  𝐴12𝐴14 − 𝐴11𝐴13 
𝐽5 =  𝐴13
2 − 2𝑉𝐴14 
𝐽6 = 𝑉𝐴13 + 𝑉𝐴10 
𝐽7 =  𝐴10𝐴13 + 𝑉𝐴9 
𝐽8 = 𝑉𝐴14 + 𝐴10𝐴14 − 𝐴9𝐴13 
𝐽9 =  𝐴1
2 + 2𝐴12 
𝐽10 =  2𝐴11 + 𝐴1𝐴14 + 𝐴12 
𝐽11 =  𝐴1𝐴11 + 𝐴12
2 + 𝐴9𝐴11 
𝐽12 = 𝑉𝐴1 + 𝐴10 
𝐽13 = 𝑉𝐴12 + 𝐴1𝐴10 + 𝐴9 
𝐽14 = 𝑉𝐴11 + 𝐴10𝐴12 + 𝐴1𝐴9 
𝐽15 =  𝐴10𝐴11 + 𝐴9𝐴12 
𝐽16 = 2𝑉𝐴9 + 𝐴10
2
 
And finally, with: 
𝑀1 = 2𝑉
3 − 𝑉4 
And, 
𝛾 =  𝜀𝑓 − 𝜀𝑑 + 𝑈〈𝑛−𝜎
𝑓〉 
The entirety of eqn. 3.90 can be written only in terms of parameters of the system 
or a combination of constants in the form 𝐴𝑖 which will be expanded on later. 
Next the 𝐹𝑖 terms will be expanded to allow for eqn. 3.91 to be written in 
terms of 𝐴𝑖. 




𝐹2 = 2𝐴1𝛾 − 2𝑉
2 + 𝛾2 + 2𝐴1𝛾
2 
𝐹3 = 𝛾𝐽9 − 𝑉𝐽12 + 2𝐴1𝛾
2 − 2𝑉2𝛾 + 𝛾2(2𝐴12 + 𝐴1
2) − 𝑉(𝑉𝐴1 + 𝐴13) − 𝛾
3 
𝐹4 = 𝛾𝐽10 − 𝑉𝐽13 + 𝛾
2𝐽9 + 𝑉
4 − 2𝑉2𝛾(𝑉𝐴1 + 𝐴10) + 𝛾
2(2𝐴11 + 𝐴1𝐴14 + 𝐴12)
+ 𝑉(𝐴14 − 𝑉𝐴12 − 𝐴9𝐴13) − 2𝐴1𝛾
3 + 2𝑉2𝛾2 + 𝑉2𝛾2 
𝐹5 = 𝛾𝐽11 − 𝑉𝐽14 + 𝛾
2𝐽10 + 2𝑉
3𝐴10 − 2𝑉𝛾(𝑉𝐴12 + 𝐴1𝐴10 + 𝐴9)
+ 𝛾2(𝐴1𝐴11 + 𝐴12
2 + 𝐴9𝐴11) + 𝑉(𝐴1𝐴14 − 𝑉𝐴11 − 𝐴12𝐴13)
− 𝛾3(2𝐴12 + 𝐴1
2) − 𝛾𝑉6 + 2𝑉𝛾2(𝑉𝐴1 + 𝐴10) + 𝑉𝛾
2(𝑉𝐴1
+ 𝐴13) 
𝐹6 = 𝛾2𝐴11𝐴12 − 𝑉𝐽15 + 𝛾
2𝐽11 + 𝑉
2(2𝑉 𝐴9 + 𝐴10
2)
− 2𝑉𝛾(𝑉𝐴11 + 𝐴10𝐴12 + 𝐴1𝐴9) + 2𝛾
2𝐴11𝐴12
+ 𝑉(𝐴12𝐴14 − 𝐴11𝐴13) − 𝛾
3(2𝐴11 + 𝐴1𝐴14 + 𝐴12) − 2𝛾𝑉
3𝐴10
+ 2𝑉𝛾2(𝑉𝐴12 + 𝐴1𝐴10 + 𝐴9) 
𝐹7 = 𝛾𝐴11
2 − 𝑉𝐴9𝐴11 + 2𝛾
2𝐴11𝐴12 + 2𝑉
2𝐴9𝐴10 − 2𝑉𝛾(𝐴10𝐴11 + 𝐴9𝐴12)
+ 𝛾2𝐴11
2 + 𝑉𝐴11𝐴14 − 𝛾
3(𝐴1𝐴11 + 𝐴12
2 + 𝐴9𝐴11)
− 𝛾𝑉2(2𝑉𝐴9 + 𝐴10
2) + 2𝑉𝛾2(𝑉𝐴11 + 𝐴10𝐴12 + 𝐴1𝐴9) 
𝐹8 =  𝛾
2𝐴11
2 + 𝑉2𝐴9
2 − 2𝑉𝛾𝐴9𝐴11 − 2𝛾
3𝐴11𝐴13 − 2𝛾𝑉
2𝐴9𝐴10
+ 2𝑉𝛾2(𝐴10𝐴11 + 𝐴9𝐴12) − 𝑉𝛾




2 + 2𝑉𝛾2𝐴9𝐴11 − 𝑉𝛾
2𝐴11𝐴14 
Finally, the base constants of 𝐴𝑖 can be shown to complete eqns. 3.90 and 3.91 in 





𝐴1 = 𝑆 − 𝑈 




𝑓〉 − 𝑆 




















𝐴11 = 𝑈𝐴1𝐴2 + 𝑈𝑆𝐴3 + 𝑈𝑆𝐴2 
𝐴12 =  𝑆
2 − 𝑈𝐴1 − 𝑈𝐴2 − 𝑈𝐴4 − 𝑈𝑆 
𝐴13 = 𝑈𝑉〈𝑓𝜎
+𝑓𝜎〉 
𝐴14 = 𝑈𝑆𝐴8 + 𝑈𝑆𝐴1 + 𝑈𝐴7 + 𝑈𝐴1𝐴8 + 𝑉𝐴1






Appendix B:  
FORTRAN Code 
The first calculation made was to calculate the chemical potential, occupancy numbers 𝑛𝑑 
and 𝑛𝑓, the average 〈𝑑𝑖𝜎
+𝑓𝑖𝜎〉, and the total particle number NT. This was done by using 
the FORTRAN subroutine DNEQBF which numerically solves a system of nonlinear 
equations using a factored secant update with a finite-difference approximation. Several 
integrals needed to be calculated for which the subroutine DQDAG was used. This 
subroutine uses a globally adaptive scheme based on Gauss-Kronrod rules. Below is the 
FORTRAN program SYSTEM which performs all needed calculations and writes the data 
into files for easy graphing. 
      PROGRAM SYSTEM 
 use DFLib 
      INTEGER ITMAX, NOUT, N, H, p, j 
 DOUBLE PRECISION NT,W1,W2,INTTEST,Z 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,KT,EF0,KT0,ALPHA,BETA 
      DOUBLE PRECISION W 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRABS2,ERREST1 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERR1,EPSI 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRREL,ERRREL1,ERRREL2  
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMITA1, LIMITA2 
      DOUBLE PRECISION  SUM1,SUM2,SUM3,SUM,A11,A12 
 DOUBLE PRECISION  SUMd_u,SUMd_d,SUMf_u,SUMf_d 
 DOUBLE PRECISION  SUM11, SUM12, SUM13, SUM14, SUM15 
 DOUBLE PRECISION  SUM21, SUM22, SUM23, SUM24, SUM25 
 DOUBLE PRECISION PI,C1 
 DOUBLE PRECISION NF_d,ND_d,FD_d,TDF_d,NF_u,ND_u,FD_u,TDF_u 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M_u,M_d,D_u,D_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_D_u,DOS_F_u,DOS_FD_u,DOS_EFD_u 
 DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_D_d,DOS_F_d,DOS_FD_d,DOS_EFD_d 
 DOUBLE PRECISION NF_NEW_u,FD_NEW_u,EFD_NEW_u,ND_NEW_u 
 DOUBLE PRECISION NF_NEW_d,FD_NEW_d,EFD_NEW_d,ND_NEW_d 
      DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_u,X1_u,X2_u,I1_u,I2_u,H1_u,H2_u,G_u,E1_u,E2_u 
 DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_d,X1_d,X2_d,I1_d,I2_d,H1_d,H2_d,G_d,E1_d,E2_d 
 DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_D1_u,DOS_D1_d,DOS_F1_u,DOS_F1_d 
 DOUBLE PRECISION D1_u,D1_d,F1_u,F1_d,DOS_u,DOS_d,DOS_ND,DOS_NF,DOS 
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 DOUBLE PRECISION SIGMA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION UPPERPOS, LOWERPOS, ERRABS_INT, INTEG_DOS 
 DOUBLE PRECISION UPPERNEG, LOWERNEG, INT_DOS_POS, INT_DOS_NEG 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRREL_INT 
      DOUBLE PRECISION i,A(8),delta(3) 
c      COMMON PI,ALPHA,BETA,U,V,EF,M,KT,NF,ND,NT,FD,TDF,C1, 
c     *LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 integer status 
 integer :: lbnd(1) = 0 
 PARAMETER (ARRAY_MAX_SIZE = 170000) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION arrYValues(ARRAY_MAX_SIZE) 
 integer nCounter 
 character(1) :: key 
 PARAMETER (N=9) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION  X(N),XGUESS(N),XSCALE(N),FSCALE(N),FVEC(N) 
     *,IPARAM(6),RPARAM(5),FNORM 
 INTRINSIC DEXP 
      EXTERNAL DNEQBF,FCN,INTEG_DOS 
 EXTERNAL NF_NEW_u,FD_NEW_u,EFD_NEW_u,ND_NEW_u 
 EXTERNAL NF_NEW_d,FD_NEW_d,EFD_NEW_d,ND_NEW_d   !  function used in main  
 EXTERNAL DQDAG                                !  program 
 EXTERNAL DOS_D1_u,DOS_F1_u,DOS_D1_d,DOS_F1_d ! DOS1                       
 EXTERNAL DQDAGS 
 DATA XGUESS /-0.35, 0.5D0, 0.5D0, 0.08D0, 0.08D0 
     *, -0.1D0,-0.1D0, -0.0032D0, -0.0032D0/ 
 DATA XSCALE / 1.D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0 
     *, 1.0D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0/ 
 DATA FSCALE / 1.0D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0 ! initials for  
     *, 1.0D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0, 1.0D0/ 
 DATA FVEC / 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0   ! interpolation 
     *, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0/ 
 OPEN (UNIT=1,FILE='../Results/W.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=2,FILE='../Results/D.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=4,FILE='../Results/ND.out',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
      OPEN (UNIT=3,FILE='../Results/ALPHA.out',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=5,FILE='../Results/M.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=6,FILE='../Results/DOS.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=7,FILE='../Results/F.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=8,FILE='../Results/NT1.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=9,FILE='../Results/NF.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='../Results/SUM1.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
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 OPEN (UNIT=11,FILE='../Results/SUM2.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=12,FILE='../Results/NT.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=13,FILE='../Results/delta.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=14,FILE='../Results/LGAP.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=15,FILE='../Results/CGAP.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=16,FILE='../Results/RGAP.OUT',STATUS='OLD', 
     *ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
 OPEN (UNIT=17,FILE='../Results/SIGMA.txt',STATUS='OLD', 





 BETA=1.0D0  
 DO 50 NT=0.0D0,4.0D0,0.01D0 
 KT=0.1D0 
 EF=-0.2D0  
 U=0.4001D0 
c V=(0.2D0)*1.1D0*BETA 
      V=0.2D0 
 C1=4./(BETA*PI) 
c NT=2.0D0 
                               !             parameters  
      LIMIT11=-30.D0 
 LIMIT12=-KT 






 IPARAM(1) = 1 
 IPARAM(3) = 500 
 IPARAM(4) = 500 
 IPARAM(6) = 1 
      H_mf=0.0D0 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
 CALL DNEQBF(FCN, 9, XGUESS, XSCALE, FSCALE, IPARAM,  
















      PRINT*,'*********************************************************' 
 PRINT*,'alpha=',alpha 
 PRINT*,'beta=',BETA 
      PRINT*, 'U=',U 
 PRINT*, 'NT=',NT 
 PRINT*, 'EF=',EF 
 PRINT*, 'KT=',KT 
 PRINT*, 'H_mf',H_mf 
 PRINT* 
 PRINT*, 'M=',M 
 PRINT*, 'ND_U=',ND_U 
 PRINT*, 'ND_D=',ND_D 
 PRINT*, 'NF_U=',NF_U 
 PRINT*, 'NF_D=',NF_D 
 PRINT*, 'FD_U=',FD_U 
 PRINT*, 'FD_D=',FD_D 
 PRINT*, 'TDF_U=',TDF_U 
 PRINT*, 'TDF_D=',TDF_D 




 UPPERPOS = 1.0D0 
 LOWERPOS = 0.0D0 
 UPPERNEG = 0.0D0 
 LOWERNEG = -1.0D0 
 ERRABS_INT = 1.D-8 
 ERRREL_INT = 1.D-8 
          ! integrating 
sigma 
 CALL DQDAG(INTEG_DOS,LOWERPOS,UPPERPOS,ERRABS_INT, ERRREL_INT,6, 
     *INT_DOS_POS,ERREST_INT) 
 CALL DQDAG(INTEG_DOS,LOWERNEG,UPPERNEG,ERRABS_INT,ERRREL_INT,6, 
     *INT_DOS_NEG,ERREST_INT) 
       
 SIGMA = -(INT_DOS_POS+INT_DOS_NEG) 
 PRINT*, 'SIGMA=', SIGMA 










 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D1_u,LIMITA1,A11,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM11,ERREST) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D1_u,A11,A12,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM12,ERREST) 
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 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D1_u,A12,LIMITA2,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM13,ERREST) 
 
    SUMd_u=SUM11+SUM12+SUM13  
 PRINT*, 'SUMd_u=', C1*SUMd_u 
      
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D1_d,LIMITA1,A11,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM11,ERREST) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D1_d,A11,A12,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM12,ERREST) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D1_d,A12,LIMITA2,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM13,ERREST)   
      
         SUMd_d=SUM11+SUM12+SUM13                  !  cheking whether D_DOS  
                                                       !    integration gives 1 
 PRINT*, 'SUMd_d=', C1*SUMd_d 
 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F1_u,LIMITA1,A11,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM21,ERREST) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F1_u,A11,A12,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM22,ERREST) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F1_u,A12,LIMITA2,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM23,ERREST) 
 
          SUMf_u=SUM21+SUM22+SUM23  
 PRINT*, 'SUMf_u=', C1*SUMf_u                  !   cheking whether F_DOS  
                                                        !     integration gives 1 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F1_u,LIMITA1,A11,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM21,ERREST) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F1_u,A11,A12,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM22,ERREST) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F1_u,A12,LIMITA2,ERRABS2,ERRREL2, 6, 
     *SUM23,ERREST) 
 
          SUMf_d=SUM21+SUM22+SUM23  
 PRINT*, 'SUMf_d=', C1*SUMf_d 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
 DO 30 W1=-1.D0,1.D0,0.001D0 
 
   D1_u=DOS_D1_u(W1) 
         D1_d=DOS_D1_d(W1) 
         F1_u=DOS_F1_u(W1) 
    F1_d=DOS_F1_d(W1) 
    DOS_u=D1_u+F1_u 
    DOS_d=D1_d+F1_d 
    DOS_ND=D1_u+D1_d 
    DOS_NF=F1_u+F1_d 
    DOS=DOS_u+DOS_d         
        ! Calculating DOS 
    WRITE (1,*) W1 
    WRITE (2,*) D1_u 
         WRITE (3,*) D1_d  
         WRITE (4,*) F1_u 
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    WRITE (5,*) F1_d 
    WRITE (6,*) DOS_u 
    WRITE (7,*) DOS_d 
    WRITE (8,*) DOS_ND 
    WRITE (9,*) DOS_NF 
    WRITE (10,*) DOS 
30    CONTINUE 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c 
 CLOSE (1) 
 CLOSE (2) 
 CLOSE (3) 
 CLOSE (4) 
 CLOSE (5) 
 CLOSE (6) 
      CLOSE (7) 
 CLOSE (8) 
 CLOSE (9) 
 CLOSE (10) 
 CLOSE (11) 
 CLOSE (12) 
 CLOSE (14) 
 CLOSE (15) 
 CLOSE (16) 
 CLOSE (17) 
      PRINT* 
 PRINT*,'Done!' 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SOP_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION A1,A2,B1,B2,S,P,W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 B1=V-U*FD_d 
 B2=V+U*FD_d 
      A1=(1-ALPHA)*TDF_d-((EF-H_mf)+U*NF_d)*FD_d+V*(NF_d-ND_d) 
      A2=-(1-ALPHA)*TDF_d+((EF-H_mf)+U*(1.-NF_d))*FD_d-V*(NF_d-ND_d) 
 P=(W-(EF-H_mf)-(1-NF_d)*U)-V*(B1/(W-H_mf)+B2/(W+H_mf-2*(EF-H_mf) 
     *-U)+V/(W+H_mf)) 
      S=-((EF-H_mf)+U*NF_d)*P 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SOP_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
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 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION A1,A2,B1,B2,S,P, W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 B1=V-U*FD_u 
 B2=V+U*FD_u 
      A1=(1-ALPHA)*TDF_u-((EF+H_mf)+U*NF_u)*FD_u+V*(NF_u-ND_u) 
      A2=-(1-ALPHA)*TDF_u+((EF+H_mf)+U*(1.-NF_u))*FD_u-V*(NF_u-ND_u) 
 P=(W-(EF+H_mf)-(1-NF_u)*U)-V*(B1/(W+H_mf)+B2/(W-H_mf-2*(EF+H_mf) 
     *-U)+V/(W-H_mf)) 
      S=-((EF+H_mf)+U*NF_u)*P 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION M_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_u, W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION M_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_d, W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION D_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_u,M_u,W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 







 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION D_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_d,M_d, W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION X1_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ED1 
      DOUBLE PRECISION M_u, D_u, W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION X1_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ED1, W 
      DOUBLE PRECISION M_d,D_d 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION X2_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ED2, W 
      DOUBLE PRECISION M_u, D_u 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 








 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION X2_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ED2, W 
      DOUBLE PRECISION M_d,D_d 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION I1_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_u,X1_u,X2_u, W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION I1_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_d,X1_d,X2_d, W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION I2_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_u,X1_u,X2_u,W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION I2_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
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      DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_d,X1_d,X2_d,W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION H1_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_u,X1_u,X2_u,W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION H1_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_d,X1_d,X2_d,W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION H2_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_u,X1_u,X2_u, W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION H2_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_d,X1_d,X2_d, W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 







 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION G_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION X1_u,X2_u,W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION G_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
      DOUBLE PRECISION X1_d,X2_d,W 
   COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION E1_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_u,X1_u,W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION E1_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_d,X1_d, W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION E2_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
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 DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_u,X2_u, W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION E2_d(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION SOP_d,X2_d,W 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 





 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_D_u(W) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION I1_u,I2_u,E1_u,E2_u 
      DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,T,F,W 
       INTRINSIC DEXP 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 T=(W-M)/KT 
 IF (E1_u(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=I1_u(W)*DSQRT(E1_u(W))  
      ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_u(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN  
    T2=I2_u(W)*DSQRT(E2_u(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 
 END IF   
 IF (T .LE. 200)   THEN  
  F=1/(DEXP(T)+1) 
 ELSE  
  F=0 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_D_d(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
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 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION I1_d,I2_d,E1_d,E2_d 
      DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,T,F,W 
       INTRINSIC DEXP 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 T=(W-M)/KT 
 IF (E1_d(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=I1_d(W)*DSQRT(E1_d(W))  
      ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_d(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN  
    T2=I2_d(W)*DSQRT(E2_d(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (T .LE. 200)   THEN  
  F=1/(DEXP(T)+1) 
 ELSE  
  F=0 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_F_u(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION H1_u,H2_u,E1_u,E2_u 
 DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,T,F,W 
       INTRINSIC DEXP 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 T=(W-M)/KT 
 IF (E1_u(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=H1_u(W)*DSQRT(E1_u(W))  
      ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_u(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  
    T2=H2_u(W)*DSQRT(E2_u(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 
 END IF  
 IF (T .LE. 200) THEN  
    F=1/(DEXP(T)+1) 
 ELSE  
    F=0 








 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_F_d(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION H1_d,H2_d,E1_d,E2_d 
 DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,T,F,W 
       INTRINSIC DEXP 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 T=(W-M)/KT 
 IF (E1_d(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=H1_d(W)*DSQRT(E1_d(W))  
      ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_d(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  
    T2=H2_d(W)*DSQRT(E2_d(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 
 END IF  
 IF (T .LE. 200) THEN  
    F=1/(DEXP(T)+1) 
 ELSE  
    F=0 






      DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_FD_u(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION E1_u,E2_u,G_u 
      DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,T,F,W 
       INTRINSIC DEXP 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 T=(W-M)/KT 
 IF (E1_u(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=DSQRT(E1_u(W))  
      ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_u(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  




    T2=0. 
 END IF  
 IF (T .LE. 200) THEN  
    F=1/(DEXP(T)+1) 
 ELSE  
    F=0 






      DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_FD_d(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION E1_d,E2_d,G_d 
      DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,T,F,W 
       INTRINSIC DEXP 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 T=(W-M)/KT 
 IF (E1_d(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=DSQRT(E1_d(W))  
      ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_d(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  
    T2=DSQRT(E2_d(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 
 END IF  
 IF (T .LE. 200) THEN  
    F=1/(DEXP(T)+1) 
 ELSE  
    F=0 






      DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_EFD_u(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION E1_u,E2_u,G_u,X1_u,X2_u 
      DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,W, T 
      INTRINSIC DEXP 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 




 IF (E1_u(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=(W-X1_u(W))*DSQRT(E1_u(W))  
 ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_u(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  
    T2=(W-X2_u(W))*DSQRT(E2_u(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (T .LE. 200) THEN  
    F=1/(DEXP(T)+1) 
 ELSE  
    F=0 





CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC       
      DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_EFD_d(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION E1_d,E2_d,G_d,X1_d,X2_d 
      DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,W, T 
       INTRINSIC DEXP 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf  
 T=(W-M)/KT 
 IF (E1_d(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=(W-X1_d(W))*DSQRT(E1_d(W))  
 ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_d(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  
    T2=(W-X2_d(W))*DSQRT(E2_d(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 
 END I 
 IF (T .LE. 200) THEN  
    F=1/(DEXP(T)+1) 
 ELSE  
    F=0 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_D1_u(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
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 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION I1_u,I2_u,E1_u,E2_u 
      DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,W 
 COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 IF (E1_u(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=I1_u(W)*DSQRT(E1_u(W))  
 ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_u(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  
    T2=I2_u(W)*DSQRT(E2_u(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_D1_d(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION I1_d,I2_d,E1_d,E2_d 
      DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,W 
 COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 IF (E1_d(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=I1_d(W)*DSQRT(E1_d(W))  
 ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_d(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  
    T2=I2_d(W)*DSQRT(E2_d(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_F1_u(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION H1_u,H2_u,E1_u,E2_u 
 DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,W 
 COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
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     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 IF (E1_u(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=H1_u(W)*DSQRT(E1_u(W))  
      ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_u(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  
    T2=H2_u(W)*DSQRT(E2_u(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOS_F1_d(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION H1_d,H2_d,E1_d,E2_d 
 DOUBLE PRECISION T1,T2,W 
 COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 IF (E1_d(W) .GT. 0.)  THEN 
    T1=H1_d(W)*DSQRT(E1_d(W))  
      ELSE 
    T1=0. 
 END IF 
 IF (E2_d(W) .GT. 0.) THEN  
    T2=H2_d(W)*DSQRT(E2_d(W)) 
 ELSE 
    T2=0. 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FND_NEW_u(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1  
 DOUBLE PRECISION NEW1,NEW2,NEW3   
      DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_D_U  
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 EXTERNAL DOS_D_U,DQDAG  
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D_u,LIMIT11,LIMIT12,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW1,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D_u,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
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     *NEW2,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D_u,LIMIT31,LIMIT32,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FND_NEW_D(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1  
 DOUBLE PRECISION NEW1,NEW2,NEW3   
      DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_D_D  
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 EXTERNAL DOS_D_D,DQDAG  
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D_D,LIMIT11,LIMIT12,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW1,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D_D,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW2,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_D_D,LIMIT31,LIMIT32,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FNF_NEW_U(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1  
 DOUBLE PRECISION NEW1,NEW2,NEW3   
      DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_F_U  
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 EXTERNAL DOS_F_U,DQDAG 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F_U,LIMIT11,LIMIT12,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW1,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F_U,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,ERRABS1, ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW2,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F_U,LIMIT31,LIMIT32,ERRABS1,ERRREL1, 6, 
     *NEW3,ERREST1) 
 FNF_NEW_U=C1*(NEW1+NEW2+NEW3) 
 RETURN 
 END       
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FNF_NEW_D(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
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 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1  
 DOUBLE PRECISION NEW1,NEW2,NEW3   
      DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_F_D  
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 EXTERNAL DOS_F_D,DQDAG 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F_D,LIMIT11,LIMIT12,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW1,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F_D,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,ERRABS1, ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW2,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_F_D,LIMIT31,LIMIT32,ERRABS1,ERRREL1, 6, 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FFD_NEW_U(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1  
 DOUBLE PRECISION NEW1,NEW2,NEW3   
 DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_FD_U 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 EXTERNAL DOS_FD_U,DQDAG 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_FD_U,LIMIT11,LIMIT12,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW1,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_FD_U,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,ERRABS1, ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW2,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_FD_U,LIMIT31,LIMIT32,ERRABS1,ERRREL1, 6, 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FFD_NEW_D(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1  
 DOUBLE PRECISION NEW1,NEW2,NEW3   
 DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_FD_D 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 EXTERNAL DOS_FD_D,DQDAG 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_FD_D,LIMIT11,LIMIT12,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
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     *NEW1,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_FD_D,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,ERRABS1, ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW2,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_FD_D,LIMIT31,LIMIT32,ERRABS1,ERRREL1, 6, 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FEFD_NEW_u(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1  
 DOUBLE PRECISION NEW1,NEW2,NEW3   
      DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_EFD_u 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 EXTERNAL DOS_EFD_u,DQDAG 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_EFD_u,LIMIT11,LIMIT12,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW1,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_EFD_u,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,ERRABS1, ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW2,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_EFD_u,LIMIT31,LIMIT32,ERRABS1,ERRREL1, 6, 






 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FEFD_NEW_d(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1  
 DOUBLE PRECISION NEW1,NEW2,NEW3   
      DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_EFD_d 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 EXTERNAL DOS_EFD_d,DQDAG 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_EFD_d,LIMIT11,LIMIT12,ERRABS1,ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW1,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_EFD_d,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,ERRABS1, ERRREL1,6, 
     *NEW2,ERREST1) 
 CALL DQDAG(DOS_EFD_d,LIMIT31,LIMIT32,ERRABS1,ERRREL1, 6, 








 SUBROUTINE FCN(N,X,F) 
  DOUBLE PRECISION M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
 DOUBLE PRECISION LIMIT11,LIMIT12,LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ND_u,ND_d,NF_u,NF_d,FD_u,FD_d,TDF_u,TDF_d,H_mf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1 
 DOUBLE PRECISION  X(N), F(N) 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 ERRABS1=1.D-5 
 ERRREL1=1.D-4 
     M=X(1) 
     ND_u=X(2) 
     ND_d=X(3)                         
     NF_u=X(4) 
        NF_d=X(5) 
     FD_u=X(6) 
     FD_d=X(7) 
     TDF_u=X(8) 
     TDF_d=X(9)                                     
      F(1)= FND_NEW_u(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1)-ND_u 
 F(2)= FND_NEW_d(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1)-ND_d 
      F(3)= FNF_NEW_u(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1)-NF_u 
 F(4)= FNF_NEW_d(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1)-NF_d 
 F(5)= FFD_NEW_u(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1)-FD_u 
 F(6)= FFD_NEW_d(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1)-FD_d 
 F(7)= FEFD_NEW_u(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1)-TDF_u 
 F(8)= FEFD_NEW_d(ERRABS1,ERRREL1,ERREST1)-TDF_d  
 F(9)= (NF_u+NF_d+ND_u+ND_d)-NT 




 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION INTEG_DOS(W) 
 DOUBLE PRECISION M,KT,W,Z 
 DOUBLE PRECISION D1_u,D1_d,F1_u,F1_d,DOS_u,DOS_d,DOS 
 DOUBLE PRECISION DOS_D1_u, DOS_D1_d, DOS_F1_u, DOS_F1_d 
 INTRINSIC DEXP 
  COMMON M,V,EF,U,PI,KT,ALPHA,NT,C1,BETA 
     *,LIMIT11, LIMIT12, LIMIT21,LIMIT22,LIMIT31,LIMIT32, 
     *ND_U,ND_D,NF_U,NF_D,FD_U,FD_D,TDF_U,TDF_D,H_mf 
 EXTERNAL DOS_D1_u, DOS_D1_d, DOS_F1_u, DOS_F1_d 
 D1_u=DOS_D1_u(W) 
      D1_d=DOS_D1_d(W) 





 INTEG_DOS = (W*DOS)/(DEXP((W-M)/KT)+1) 
 RETURN 
 END 
